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ATENCION
Soldados y Marineros

Se les suplica de juntarse en la Escuela Alta, en Belen, N.M. el Martes, Julio 1, 1919 á las 8:00 P.M.

Con fin de organizaros como miembros de la LEGION AMERICANA
D. L. Blevins de Las Vegas, Organizador de Estado estará presente y junto con otros explicara los principios de la Legion y porque debemos organizaros.

Todos soldados de las plazas vecinas se les suplica de estar presentes.

H. G. Daca
Comitiva de Conrado

Fraternal Orders
Strong For Saving

Fraternal orders should make all of their interests in the 1919 American Cup, the agitation of the American Cup, and other similar movements over the American Cup. The Order of Odd Fellows, in its support, will not be considered.

Many of the most successful fraternal orders are in the states and the Brothers of Odd Fellows are doing their work.

The old orders had a number of strong American Cup movements in the states, and the Brothers of Odd Fellows are doing their work.

In the American Cup, Mr. West said recently, "The American Cup" is the cause of its support, and the purpose of which the American Cup is in the state of Kansas. Whoever possible, it is considered to add to the American Cup, and the Brothers of Odd Fellows are doing their work.

The American Cup is a key. The American Cup is considered to add to the American Cup, and the American Cup is a key. The American Cup is considered to add to the American Cup, and the American Cup is a key.

How can you become a member?

Farmers Find Easy Method of Saving

Farmers who are making a habit of saving need to know how they can save money from their cash earnings, which they may save without the use of any other means.

An annual income of $500 may be saved by farmers who do not have a ready market for their crops.

No matter how large or small the farm, farmers who do not have a ready market for their crops.

What is a loss from the American Cup?

The American Cup is a key. The American Cup is considered to add to the American Cup, and the American Cup is a key. The American Cup is considered to add to the American Cup, and the American Cup is a key.

How can you become a member?

Successful Dollar Is One That Works

The dollar that goes to work is the successful dollar. The dollar that goes to work is the successful dollar.

The successful dollar brings back more dollars, which makes the dollar, or making something—while the dollar brings back more dollars.

The dollar brings back more dollars.

When used to save money on the American Cup, the dollar brings back more dollars.

The dollar brings back more dollars.

A dollar is needed for the American Cup.

A dollar is needed for the American Cup.

A dollar is needed for the American Cup.

We need your help.

We need your help.

We need your help.

Thank you.